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Introduction
I have two purposes in writing this document. The first is simple, to complete
myMaster ofFine Arts degree by detailing the aesthetic development ofmy
thesis project. The second is to provide readers with a paper that will aid them in
their own progress as animators. To this end, I have omitted many of the current
technical issues that I faced as well as the petty frustrations ofmy milieu. I have
instead focused on the general issues of creating animation detailing both
technique, art and my own journey as a developing artist.
Plot Synopsis
What follows is a plot synopsis of the final film. The original treatment is
Appendix A. The original storyboard Appendix B.
We see a shot ofa grandfather clock with family photos lined up in front. We 'see
a photo of a mother holding a baby with her foot. We see a shot of three women
and three girls, the women all have a foot where one of their arms should be and
an arm where a foot should be. Finally, we see a shot ofamother, who is arranged
like the other women, a father, who has halfhis head blown offbut is very much
alive, and a girl in front of a studio
backdrop. This same girl is standing in a forest
humming and playing with her hair. Hermother walks over to her and pulls her to
the edge of a cliff. The girl looks down at a red x at the bottom of the cliff. She
dreams she is falling, hitting bottom and breaking apart. Two angels descend and
put her back together, except this time she has an arm for a leg and a leg for a arm,
just like her mother. God's hand picks her up and deposits her in the photo of
three women and three girls mentioned earlier (in this photo all the women have
an arm for a leg and a leg for an arm). The girl hesitates. Her mother kicks her
towards the cliffusing a hand which is attached to her hip. The girl nearly falls
into the ravine. She recovers to confront hermother and slaps her down. The girl
stomps off. The mother recovers and throws a stick at the girl knocking her
unconscious.
A boy is working in the field with his halfheaded father. He jumps on a stump to
look to see what the commotion is. Horrified, he runs to the girl and nurses her
back to consciousness. When she wakes, they kiss. The boy points to his house.
They skip to the house and, after amoments hesitation on the girls part, they enter.
Inside, they make love. The boy's father enters. He is taken aback at what he sees.
He looks closer. A smile appears on his face. He jumps for joy and makes macho
gestures. The boy rises. He is greeted by his dad. The boy refuses the fathers
suggestions, which the audience can't hear. The father whispers a story in the
boy's ear. In the story, the father is sleeping. An angel sneaks up to him, gives him
a gun and sneaks away. The father awakes and accidentally whacks himself in the
head with the gun. After examining the object, he shrugs and shoots himself in the
head, thereby assuming his current form. We return from the story with a scene of
the father hitting himself in the head and then producing a gun. The boy nods and
reaches for the gun. The girl is horrified. The boy puts the gun to his head, with
great effort as it is too heavy for him. The girl leaps at the boy to stop him from
shooting himself and the gun goes off.
The boy wakes with half his head blown off. The girl grieves over the boys body.
The boy rises, dismisses the girl, and joining his father. The boy throws the girl
out of the house. The girl heaves a sigh and leaves. She walks a few steps and
looks up at the moon. The moon tells her: "jump". With a sigh, she walks to the
cliff and jumps. In the final scene, a picture is placed on the mantle with the
others. It is a family shot of the boy and the girl arranged like their parents.
Aesthetic Development and Influences
I came upon this idea in a fit ofdesperation. My first ideawas a story about two
friends, John and Sam. Sam annoys John so much that John decides to kill Sam
using a book bomb. Before the explosion, John and Sam reconcile their
differences, but the bomb is made and it destroys them both. This idea was
rejected twice. I began to think that what the facultywanted was a mother /
daughter, father / son coming of age story. So, that's what I wrote. Coming of age
by jumping offa cliffor blowing offhalfyour head is twisted, but its still coming
of age.
I write this to discuss the story lines influence on the visual style of the film. A
straight morality tale like my first story would not have lent itself to such a collage
interpretation. However, a strange story is enhanced by a strange style and jarring
sound track. One ofmy prime influences in animation is Ralph Backshi. In what I
regard as his best works; Wizards, Heavy Traffic and Street Fight, a jarring story
is mixed with a rough collage style to great effect. Can you imagine Bambi done
in this style? It just wouldn't work.
Regarding animation that deals with social structure, I was influenced by the
Japanese animation Twilight ofthe Cockroaches. In that movie there are two
cockroach societies. The first inhabits the house of a heart broken man, who
because ofhis condition never cleans or exterminates. The roaches consequently
live in a peace loving, rather decadent, society. A existence complete with
midnight strolls across an un-cleared dinner table. In the other house, a orderly
woman rules. She cleans and exterminates regularly. Here the cockroaches are
organized into amilitaristic society complete with some wonderful speeches from
their general about resisting the human onslaught. My movie also deals with how
environment shapes society. This consideration was reflected in my use ofharsh
degraded landscapes.
Media,Morality and Social Obligation;
Or, Don't be a Goon.
One change that you may notice from my original story board to the final movie
is that the mother is no longer in a wheelchair. The faculty asked that I make this
change. My advisor, StephanieMaxwell, mentioned that wheelchairs are boring to
animate. However, it was my friend, Michael Blackburn, who put it best when he
mentioned that handicapped people have fought long and hard to be viewed as
whole people. To use a wheelchair as part ofmy analogy for crippling tradition
would have brought new and unwanted connotations. In many minds, it would
have played as an insult to the disabled. It is important that we as media
producers think about our stories as others may think about them or risk alienating
our audience with unconsidered, self serving work.
Development ofReassembly from Storyboard to Video
When I started this film, it was envisioned as traditional drawn animation. After
encountering numerous drawing problems, I changed everything but the dream
sequences to 3D computer animation. Drawn animation is much more fluid. For
example, inmy original storyboard the stick that the mother throws at the girl is a
bottle. This bottle turns into a conquistador who chases the girl nipping at her
heels with its pike. The bottle conquistador is about to stab the girl when it
disappears in a puffof smoke and the girl falls into the boy's arms. This scene
would be very difficult in 3D computer animation.
Another sequence that changed is the second dream sequence. In the original
storyboard, and in an animatic version completed, then trashed, the boy puts the
gun to his head, and we switch to 2D: the bullet from the gun morphs into a
football fullback wearing boxing gloves, the fullback punches the boy's head and
jumps into the resultant pool ofbrains, he encounters a boy crying over a dead
racoon and slugs him, sending the boy flying into a tree, the boy turns to slime and
congeals as a caveman, the caveman draws two guns and begins downing animals
left and right. Once again, itwould be difficult obtain the fluidity ofdrawn
animation in the 3D computer world. It would require multiple models and
complex morphing strategies, adding dramatically to the production effort.
When I abandoned drawn animation for the wire people you see in the new dream
sequences, I also changed the second dream to the story ofhow the father got the
gun. I changed the first dream from the mother's story of reassembly to the girl's
fear of reassembly. I made this style change primarily because I was not satisfied
with the quality ofmy drawn animation and wanted to move to a simple 3D motif
that would allow for greater interactivity than the more complex fully 3D
characters used in the rest of the film.
This desire for interactivity shaped other design choices in my film. The most
notably being the decision to rendermy movie at fifteen frames per second instead
of thirty. I think that a desire to have fast interaction betweenmyself and the
computer was the one correct thing I knew about animation before I came to RIT.
You will also notice that there are no particle systems in my movie, as particle
systems take a long time to render and are, to me, the opposite of the interactivity
that computers are supposed to afford.
Other changes took place as I moved from traditional animation to 3D computer
animation. I reduced the number of characters both inmy movie and in specific
scenes. In the beginning sequence that shows the girl walking to the cliff, the
original storyboard called for a crowd ofyouths gathered to celebrate the girl's
coming of age. Using traditional drawn techniques this would have been
manageable. In 3D it would have been a nightmare. The very powerful machines
we are working with are still not powerful enough to animate four characters
together without massive waiting times. Fifteen characters would have been a
horror ofuntold proportions. As I finished my thesis, the compositing application
Adobe After Effects came into widespread use in our department. This application
might have provided a solution by allowing me to render the crowd in one shot
and the mother and girl in another. However, I had not made myself aware of the
magic of compositing when I made the decision to abandon the crowd shot.
Character Development
The characters in this film are largely social constructs that are to one degree or
another humanized. The girl is the most human ofall. She is the individual,
rebellious and remorseful. She is also unfeminine. The boy is sensitive, basically a
sissy. Both of them begin the story somewhat unformed or underformed in terms
of gender roles. The father and the mother are fully formed in terms of social
roles, with the father being the more developed of the two characters. Largely due
to my lack ofcharacter research on the mother, she comes off simply as stern
without humanity or humor. The father is meant to be funny and threatening. He is
at all times untroubled by the angst that afflicts the boy. The moon is meant to
represent humanity's view nature or the spiritual side of the world. When the
final recourse to nature or extraclerical spirituality is cut off then the girl must
jump. The angels are a tragi-comic religious farce, celestial rodeo clowns. After
all, most traditions have some religious underpinning.
The fact that these characters were conceived as constructs, and animation was
begun with that conception in mind, meant that most of the tender character
moments were added while the scenes were being animated. I do not know what
this process did to the film or the characterizations. It is an open question if it
made the characters less consistent or the story more deterministic.
Character Design
I tookmy cues on character design from GeorgeMaesti's book Digital Character
Animation. I used a skin sample from my face for the skin on the characters
giving them that gout-like
look. As far as the skeletons go, there is a flaw in the
character's shoulders which caused the skins on their shoulders to deform when
their shoulders moved more than about 180 degrees. This is because the shoulder
is actually two joints: one at the shoulder and one at the clavicle. The joint at the
shoulder never rises above itself. That rotation is left to the clavicle. Try it
for yourself. Have a friend hold your shoulder down and try to reach above your
head. It can't be done. This is a lesson you should include in your skeleton design.
Background Design
I attempted to use my backgrounds to explain the actions of the characters. One of
the questions I was asked about the plot was "Why doesn't the girl just walk away
from all of
them?"
"Why does she have to
jump?"
I tried to answer this question
by making the background as desolate and unforgiving as possible. I put stumps
in, I put fog in, I put in swamps and old cans. I wanted to create a world where
people had to stick together to survive, not a world of infinite possibilities.
Inspiration and Other Departures from the Storyboard
The bottle conquistador scene was a series of storyboard panels that were drawn
off the top ofmy head. I didn't think "Let's include a conquistador
bottle"
I just
drew it. It came to me on the drawing table, and even though I threw it out, I still
think that a conquistador with a pike is a almost perfect analogy for traditional
patriarchal religion in its more intolerant incarnations.
Another inspiration that came to me while working is the scene where the father
punches himself in the head before offering the boy a gun. This scene is 3D but
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was inspired in the same off the wall, unplanned manner. It illustrates well the
masochistic elements of male sporting culture. Some ofmy best scenes came to
me in the middle ofmy work flow. Careful planning and testing are important,
but leave room for inspiration. It can be both amusing and incisive.
Sound
Music
I worked with Zak Margolis on my music track. In our first meetings, he
suggested a smooth blues tune played on the piano. I had my reservations as I am
a lover ofnoisy dissonantmusic, and my movie is dissonant as well. I gave the go
ahead.
At our next meeting, Zak played some music for me. This version had a light
whistling tune in it. My heart dropped. When we met again I sat down in front of
Zak's computer and played a noisy annoying sound track by whistling repetitively
on a toy flute while banging on the flute body with a pen. Later in the movie when
the boy and the girl fall in love, I hummed Amazing Grace, returning to the flute
for the exile of the girl at the end. I loved the sound track, itwas exactly what I
wanted.
Only, the sound quality was crap. The flute was nothing more than repetitive
whistling and my humming had a habit ofdropping off at the end ofbars when I
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ran out ofbreath. I asked Zak to do his version of that sound track. He and a few
ofour classmates came up with a noisy discordantmass which I liked, except for
the fact that it didn't follow the moods of the story at all. After that debacle, I sat
down with Zak and while he played the guitar. I directed him as to what moods to
create and how dissonant to be. It came out great and after some refining on Zak's
part, I mixed three recordings and came up with the soundtrack that is currently
on the film. I advise you to use this conducting technique ifyou have problems
communicating the moods ofyour piece to your composer. This way you can be
sure that the music track matches the visuals you so painstakingly created.
I am grateful to Zak for dropping Amazing Grace. I think the song was a bad idea.
It's hard to know how to approach the religious implication ofa work. Religion
influences society so much that it is difficult to keep quiet about this powerful
force. However, any religious reference moves us away from the goal of a secular
society without coercion on the basis ofreligion.
Voices
For my vocal talent, I used myself for
the father and son and Hyun - Ji Kim for the
female voices. The only word in the movie is
"jump"
said by the moon as the girl
is cast out of the boy's house. The rest of the voices in themovie are just sounds
that reflect emotions. In this way, the movie becomes more understandable to a
non English speaking audience. This lack of expository dialog also forced me to
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rely more on the film language to tell the story, heightening Reassembly's visual
appeal.
I used Deck II to record the sound effects and voices. Deck II allowed me to run a
small digital video clip and sync the voices to it. The actors can see what is going
on in the scene and match their emotions to it. This is a very useful method.
Hyun-Ji's voice acting was excellent. Her giggling, nieve and optimistic delivery
added a new dimension to the girl's character. I had envisioned the girl as a punk
type character, diffident, and confused. But my collaboration with Hyun -Ji
changed that for the better and made the girl more appealing and sympathetic
-
without removing her rebelliousness. The lesson here is, when collaborating with
voice or music talent be open to new interpretations; they can radically strengthen
your movie.
Sound Effects
My sound effects were also done with Deck II. Some ofmy sound effects were
recorded in front of the computer while Deck II played its digital video clip, others
were taken from sound effects CDs. Ifyou are going to record in front of a
computer, youmust be very careful not to pick up the noise of the computer or the
clicking of the hard
drive. Sound effects are audio accents, they help bring out the




shot etc. enhance the progress ofmy story, characters, etc. Ifnot, less is
more.
Animation
I learned many things about animation while creating this thesis. Here is the
process I used to achieve my most successful scenes.
First: write out the gist of the scene, i.e., Boy Looks In Horror. (Many times I
would name my scene files by this name)
Second: write out the actions that go into making up that scene, i.e., Boy jumps
onto stump, looks at girl in distance, recoils in horror, runs offscreen.
Third: act out and draw the key poses. Think about camera angles when acting.
Make sure you draw your keyposes on paper. Even ifyou only draw stick figures
(which is what I did) draw them out.
Forth: figure out your rough timing. I did my whole thesis using fifteen frames a
second. So my most common base for a broad action was eight frames. It is
advisable to use a stopwatch to time out how long the whole scene will be to get a
better idea ofover all speed (I didn't do this). This is also a good time to think
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about your anticipation and cushion movements ( ifyou didn't already include
them in step two or three). I usually timed these at two or more often three frames.
Fifth: enter your keyposes into the computer via rotations on joints or IK handles
on the feet. Do not use IK on the hands unless the hand is leaning on or grabbing
something. IK at least in Alias 8.5 and probably into the future will not allow
control of the middle joint on the arm's IK chain. Ifyou construct your IK Chain
with the root being the shoulder and the end just above the wrist, the elbow will
be totally controlled by the IK solver. This situation will not allow you the two
axes ofrotation that the elbow naturally has. This will mean that whenever you
need the hand to rotate along the X axis you will have to rotate the wrist. In
reality, the wrist has only Y and a limited Z axis rotation. Your movement will be
unrealistic and your surfaces will be twisted. You may not care about this level of
detail but, ifyou expect to get a job animating even vaguely realistic characters,
you should.
Sixth: animate the face and the hands. Use amirror and a piece ofpaper to get the
correct faces. Be sure to get the hands correct. Beginning animators tend to leave
their CG character's hands in a straight stiffened position. The hands are the
second face. This stiffened position is usually associated with fear. It will be
distracting to an audience to see an expression of fear on a character's hands at all
times. Animating your character's hands will greatly enhances its realism.
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Seventh: animate the secondary action ofhair, earrings, etc. I only did this in one
scene, the scene where the girl is in close up looking at the moon.
Conclusion
This story evolved from a diatribe on the ill effects of tradition to an examination
of the effects of tradition on people and their societies. As I show the work to test
audiences and at screenings, I believe that this message is communicated. I am
sure that those in the audience with a crusading mindset will see the movie as a
condemnation of tradition. Those who take life for what it is will see it as a
burlesque tragedy. Finally, those who see life as an individual endeavor will see it
as one girl's story. It is all these things and another puzzle piece in the dialectical
debate on the value and effect of tradition.
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This thesis will be a four minute computer animated video.
The pendulum of a clock is moving back and forth. Below the clock are pictures of men and
women at family events. There are square dances, Thanksgiving dinners, weddings, etc. In all of these
pictures the women are in wheelchairs and the men have half a head.
Sue and her mother are at Sue's Sweet Sixteen party. Sue's mother is in a wheel chairher
mannerisms are very polite and controlled. Sue is vividly acting. Sue is loud and uncouth. Around them are
a large group of young people. Mother wheels over to Sue. Mother beckons Sue to follow her to the cliff.
Sue slowly follows her mother. Mother gestures out over the cliff. Sue looks over the cliff and recoils in
horror. The crowd looks on with knowing smiles on their faces. Mother takes Sue's hand and speaks
proudly like Cicero or Caesar.
A flashback shows a young version of the mother falling off a cliff, her scream becomes a note in
the joyous chorus of wheelchair bound angels who flap their wings above. She hits the ground. Her limbs
fly apart and fall on the barren earth. The angels fly around and put her back together with Band-Aids and
rubber bands. They do it wrong and start again. This time they get it right. They lift her into a golden
wheelchair. End of flashback.
The mother lifts up her limp leg and lets it flop triumphantly downwards. She gestures for Sue to
jump. Sue screams "NO!", in defiance of her mother. The mother's face hardens into a mask of rage and she
points for Sue to leave. Sue flees. The crowd responds by jeering and throwing rocks and sticks at Sue.
Sue is running across a meadow. Sue meets
her'
boyfriend , Johnny. They hug and she talks to him.
Johnny gestures toward a house in the distance. They kiss and skip arm in arm to Johnny's house. On the
way to the house, they pass Johnny's father working in the field. Johnny's father looks up and nods in
approval. In Johnny's bedroom, Sue and Johnny talk and gaze into each other's eyes. As they make love,
un-crippled angles fly above them.
'
Johnny's father flings the door open and gives the thumbs up sign. He turns to give Johnny a hand
up. Johnny looks up at his father. Johnny's father has half a head. Johnny timidly rises, tears welling in his
eyes. The father grunts proudly, takes a gun out from the back of his pants and points it at where the blown
off half of his head used to be. The boy sniffles and reaches for the gun. The daughter pushes the boy back.
She grabs his arm and begins to drag him from the room. He shakes her free and takes the gun from his
father. Johnny casts a brave, tearful look at the daughter, grunts and shoots himself in the head.
The bullet exits the gun and transforms itself into a muscled football fullback with boxing gloves
on. It punches the red and yellow tissue of Johnny's brain. As the tissue gives way, the brain spouts trees
and becomes a sort of brain forest. In the forest, A small boy is crying over a dead raccoon. The bullet
punches the boy and he turns into a caveman, who eats the raccoon whole. The caveman pulls out a gun ,
and shoots the watching animals With no qualms and great skill.
The bullet, now just a normal slug, exits Johnny's half gone head. The bullet just misses Sue as she
ducks. Sue cries over Johnny's bleeding body. Johnny's father stands proudly beside the doorway, his arms
crossed. Johnny arises slowly, grunting. Johnny stands next to his father. Johnny'smother enters the room in
awheel chair. Johnny folds his arms. Johnny's mother looks ruefully at Sue. Johnny's mother lifts her leg
and lets it flop downward. Sue walks limply from the room to the cliff and jumps. Fade to black as she falls
off the cliff.
Credits
We see a framed photo of Johnny and Sue. Johnny is standing behind Sue's wheelchair. Sue has a
smile on her face, Johnny a proud sneer. In Sue's arms is a newborn infant.
Tradition
Method
This video will be rendered in both three dimensional and two dimensional animation.
The two dimensional sequences include Sue's mother's flashback and the
anthropomorphic bullet piercing Johnny's brain. The two dimensional sequences will
rendered with Director 5.0 software. The remainder of the film will be animated and
rendered on Lightwave 3D 5.0 animation software. The animation will be output using
either the AVID non-linear editing system or Adobe Premiere. Sound will be recorded
using a Digital Audio Tape
recorder. Final output will be to Super VHS video tape or
suitable high grade video format.
Tradition
Timeline
The whole thesis project is expected to take 9 months starting in June of 1997 and ending
in February of 1998. The schedule is broken up into three quarters. In the first quarter, I
will complete the animatic, character design, keyposes, and model the three dimensional
pieces of the film. In the second and third quarters I will animate the characters. In the
third quarter I will complete my post production and thesis report.
Timeline One: June, July and August
( equivalent 4 credits)
June: Animistic and character design, begin modeling three dimensional objects.
July: Pencil tests and key poses, continue modeling three dimensional objects.
August: Timing and finish key poses, finish modeling three dimensional objects.
Timeline Two : September, October and November
( 9 Credits - 5 actual work, 4 summer equivalency work)
September: Meet with thesis committee to review summer progress. Animate the first
quarter of the scenes.
October: Meet with thesis committee to review scenes. Revise scenes and animate the
second quarter of the scenes.
November: Meet with thesis committee to review scenes. Revise scenes and animate
the third quarter of the scenes.
Timeline Three : December, January and February
(3 Credits)
December: Meet with thesis committee to review scenes. Revise scenes and animate





January: Meet with thesis committee to review scenes. Revise scenes and animate
all pickup scenes.
February: Create soundtrack. Edit final piece.Meet with thesis committee for final




Actual In Kind Total
Character Design $0 $ 2000.00 $2000.00
Two Dimensional Animation $0 $ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00
Three Dimensional Animation $0 $ 15,000.00 $ 15,000.00
Sound Design $0 $500.00 $500.00
Editing $0 $500.00 $500.00
Hardware $ 200.00 $3000.00 $ 3200.00
Software $0 $1000.00 $ 1000.00
RemovableMedia $ 150.00 $0 $ 150.00
Output to Video $ 200.00 $0 $200.00
TOTAL COST: $ 550.00 32,000.00 32,550.00
Tradition
Marketing Plan
In order to give my thesis the greatest possible audience, I will be submitting my finished
video to the following festivals.
'
Asifa East Film Festival. New York, New York
Asifa NorthWest Film Festival. Portland, Oregon
v
Asifa San Francisco Film Festival. San Francisco, California
Ann Arbor Film Festival. Ann Arbor, Michigan
Animation Celebration. Los Angles, California
Stuttgart Film Festival. Stuttgart, Germany
Hiroshima Film Festival. Hiroshima, Japan
Zagreb Film Festival. Zagreb, Croatia
Cardiff Film Festival. Cardiff, United Kingdom
Cine X. Olympia,Washington
Movies on a Shoestring. Rochester, New York
:911 Media Arts Animators Social. Seattle,Washington
:,Vagom's Video
- installation Video project. Seattle,Washington
Seattle International Film Festival. Seattle,Washington

























Girl stomps away after slappingMom.
Girl runs away fromMom's stick.
Boy awakens after shooting himself.
Boy casts out Girl.
Girl looks to Moon for guidance.
Girl Jumps.
